
More great features, in one sleek smartphone

Maximized screen,
Minimized body

The full view display maximizes on-screen content by 
minimizing borders, so you can read more news, 
check more social updates, and view 18:9 videos as 
they were intended.

Premium-looking suede finish

The sleek design embodies both form and function, 
with a premium suede finish and minimalist slim 
design that’s easy to hold and use.

Custom-built display by TCL

Our displays are custom-built, leveraging our parent 
company TCL’s award winning TV technology, now 
available in a smartphone.

Ready. Set. Go

Powered by Android Oreo (Go Edition), the Alcatel 1X 
smartphone is built leaner, faster, and safer than ever 
before, so you can go bigger in everything you do.
You have all the apps you need to get up and running 
quickly, with enough storage for your favorite photos, 
videos, apps and more.

Unlocked and ready to go

The Alcatel 1X is unlocked and compatible with all GSM 
carriers in the USA, including: AT&T, T-Mobile, Cricket 
Wireless, MetroPCS and more. Simply insert acompatible 
SIM and you’re ready to go.
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Size: 5.80 x 2.77 x 0.36in
Weight: 5.32 oz

Dark Grey with suede finish

1GB RAM / 16GB ROM
MicroSD Support: Up to 32GB

MT6739  processor
1.3GHz Quad-Core

Android™ Oreo™ (Go edition)
Fingerprint sensor

5-inch FWVGA 18:9 (480x960)

8MP rear camera with LED flash,  
HD video capture

5MP front camera with flash

GSM: 850/900/1800/1900
UMTS: B1/2/4/5/8 

4G: B1/2/3/4/5/7/8/12/13/17/28
VoLTE (on T-Mobile)

Size: 2460mAh
Standby Time: 397 hours (3G)

Talk Time: 14 hours (3G)

In-ear headphones, 
screen protector

Enhanced security

The embedded fingerprint sensor gives you secure 
and convenient access to your device.



Explore new dimensions

A screen that pulls you in

The 2K display (2160x1080) brings stunning clarity 
and vivid colors to your everyday use. The large 6-inch 
display with full view 18:9 display features a cinematic 
experience enclosed in a device that’s impressively 
compact.

Custom-built display by TCL

Our displays are custom-built, leveraging our parent 
company TCL’s award winning TV technology, now 
available in a smartphone.

A battery that keeps going

The large and power efficient 3,000mAh battery keeps 
up with the display and fast processing power, ready to 
power up your everyday mobile life.
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Size: 5.59 x 2.76 x .33in
Weight: 5.47 oz

OPVM back with glossy finish

2GB RAM / 16GB ROM
MicroSD Support: Up to 128GB

MT8735A processor
1.45GHz Quad-Core
Android™ 8.0 Oreo

Face unlock, Fingerprint sensor

6-inch 2K (2160 x 1080) 18:9
 

Dual rear camera 12MP + 2MP
1080p video capture

5MP front camera with flash

GSM: 850/900/1800/1900
UMTS: B1/2/4/5/8

4G: B1/2/3/4/5/7/8/12/13/17/28
VoLTE (on T-Mobile)

Size: 3000mAh
Standby Time: 370  hours (3G)

Talk Time: 9 hours (3G)

In-ear headphones, clear case, 
screen protector

Enhanced biometric security

FACE KEYTM, our facial recognition feature, scans your 
face into over a hundred points, and an embedded 
fingerprint sensor ensure safe and quick access to  
your device.

Immersive entertainment

Explore a new dimension for your entertainment with 
a full view 18:9 display that maximizes your screen 
space without unnecessary bulk.

Unlocked and ready to go

The Alcatel 3V is unlocked and compatible with all GSM 
carriers in the USA, including: AT&T, T-Mobile, Cricket 
Wireless, MetroPCS and more. Simply insert a compatible 
SIM and you’re ready to go.


